Animation
44p

45p Astro Rico
46p Aerover

52p The Voyage of Animal Friends

47p Bangle School

52p My Friend, TTOBO

48p Story Messenger Dongaebi

54p Momba & Momi’s Exciting Bodyventure

49p Eungkka Sonata Season 2

55p Belbug Popo

50p The Little Stone Dodo

56p PumeKume in Fairyland

51p Alien Family Jolly Polly

57p Buru and Forest Friends

Animation

ASTRO RICO 아스트로 리코
2D Animation│10~11mins x 10eps, 2~4mins x 30eps│2019│KR, EN (CH, VN)│Target: Age 6~12

SYNOPSIS

Develop computational thinking, logic and creativity with Rico, Q and Ruto!
Rico comes to the earth from the coding planet of the G-galaxy with Artificial Intelligence speaker Q.
Ruto, who lives on the earth, invite them to his birthday party. And Ruto gets to know computational
thinking and creativity better while solving problems such as daily life matters with Rico and Q.
*Application (Game app.) and books are also available.

45

Animation

AEROVER, RETURN OF THE SPACE DRONES 에어로버 (스페이스 드론의 귀환)
3D+2D Animation (UHD)│11mins x 52eps│2017~2018│KR (EN)│Target: Age 9~13

SYNOPSIS

The World's First Drone Sports Animation!
Shawn, always dreaming of becoming an aerover (drone) pilot, happens to have a special aerover,
Skyhawk and joins Team Phoenix soon after entering middle school. He is growing up to be an aerover
pilot gradually with his passion and the support by Team Phoenix friends.
Now the adventure for World Championship starts!
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Animation

BANGLE SCHOOL 뱅글스쿨
3D Animation │3mins 30s x 78eps│2017│KR│Target: Age 9~12

SYNOPSIS

This is a comic revenge fantasy with strange students and suspicious teacher!

Punklin was bullied by friends because she was the daughter of a witch. She cursed her friends and
became destined to live without death. Punklin waited for hundreds of years and brings her old friends
back to the fantasy school, Bangle school Punklin makes uses of her position to expose his friends’
inferiority complex. Is this sort of ‘revenge’ or an awkward way of suggesting reconciliation? Now
begins Punklin and her nine friends’ mysterious class!
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Animation

STORY MESSENGER DONGAEBI 이야기 배달부 동개비
2D Cut-out Animation│11mins x 12eps│2016│KR (EN)│Target: Age 6~12│Air on SBS

SYNOPSIS

A troublesome dog of the town, Dongaebi, lives with a postmaster in an old post office. Dongaebi’s
single wish is to become a postman. One day, Dongaebi happens to hear the four hundred years old
secret of his birth from two door latch goblins of the house, Ho and Lang. After the incident, Dongaebi
becomes a time-traveling postman, delivering hopes to people across time.
Join Dongaebi on a journey through 400 years of time to complete unfinished tales and deliver
unexpressed feelings!
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Animation

EUNGKKA SONATA Season 2 응까 소나타 시즌 2
2D Animation & Flash UHD│12mins x 52eps│2016~2017│KR│Target: Age 5~12│ Air on MBC

SYNOPSIS

Eungkka, the black pig poops gold, in a mysterious and unknown island, Jamit!
Eungkka and friends arrive at Jamit Island to find Golden Tangerine Tree. But Crab and Witch’s crews
chase them to capture Eungkka. With various characters and places of Jamit Island, Eungkka and
friends encounter spectacular and dynamic events related with many legends and folk tales
continuously. And they get to know about Jamit Island gradually.
Can they find out the hidden secrets of Jamit Island and find the Golden Tangerine Tree? Can they
break away from the endless and tough attack of Crab and Witch’s crews?
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Animation

THE LITTLE STONE DODO 달그락 달그락 꼬마돌 도도
2D Flash Animation│S1) 15mins x 52eps/ S2) 11mins x 52eps│2015, 2019│KR│Target: Preschooler│ Air on MBC

SYNOPSIS

"The fun and exciting life of little-stone Dodo & friends!"
Dodo and his friends, little-stones who like to dance and sing, live in the forest, along with a baby
caterpillar named Ggomji. Mischievous little-stone Dodo and his friends Remi, Fasol, Lati, Ggomji are a
bunch who always get into trouble and mischief. As their named suggest, the little-stones love music
and singing, which brings them exciting adventures in a life of fun and delight every single day. What
adventure do you suppose today will bring as they pass another special day of mischief and fun?
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Animation

ALIEN FAMILY JOLLY POLLY 외계 가족 졸리폴리
2D Flash Animation│15mins x 52eps│2014│KR(EN)│Target: Age 7~15│ Air on KBS

SYNOPSIS

"Joyful challenge of Jelly Family from outer Space!"
There is a planet, Jolly Polly, which is cold all the year, at tip of a faraway galaxy. There are various jellyalien on the planet. Jelly-people leave Jolly Polly planet to find out new home because the atmosphere
becomes hotter because of global warming and they would be melt if the air becomes hot. The family
from Jolly Polly makes an emergency landing at the Earth after much meandering. They land at the
Earth because it is near to their planet, but the Earth is also hot due to the global warming. Jolly-Polly
family shows an allergy to heat. So, they make an extreme decision and plan to make the Earth a cool
planet.
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Animation

THE VOYAGE OF ANIMAL FRIENDS 1 외계돼지 피피 시즌 1
3D Animation│15mins x 24eps│2014│KR (EN, CH)│Target: Age 5~7│ Air on KBS

SYNOPSIS

Now, adventurous noisy story of the alien pig Poco and his friends at foreign planet Doong Doong
island begins.
In distant future, human population grows rapidly and pollutes the global environment. Scientists are
initiating the 2nd Earth Project in a hurry. They are planning to bring DNAs of various animals and
plants of the earth into a spaceship and send to a planet that has similar environment to the earth.
However, the spaceship crash landed at a small unknown planet. In the planet, animals have become
alien figures with personality.
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Animation

MY FRIEND, TTOBO 책갈피 요정, 또보
2D&3D Animation│15mins x 52eps│2013~2016│KR(EN)│Target: Age over 3│ Air on MBC

SYNOPSIS

TTOBO, the Bookmark Fairy, responsible for all books in the libraries. Also a new friend of TTOBO, a
cloud puppy TTOMONG! The story journey to storybooks is TTOBO and TTOMONG's favorite thing to
do. Meeting Characters in storybooks and receiving and invitation from new, exciting storybooks are
always fun. It is the best choice to become the bookmark fairy!
Everyday is a happy day for TTOBO and TTOMONG!
S1) 15mins x 26eps (2013) S2) 15mins x 26eps (2016)
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Animation

MOMBA & MOMI’S EXCITING BODYVENTURE 몸바의 바디벤처
Animation/ Live Music Video│15mins x 13eps│2013│KR(EN)│Target: Age 5~9

SYNOPSIS

Fun, Refreshing, and Exciting Project for Healthy Children around the World !
Earth 100 years from now. With the advent of a non-stop care (NSC) system that performs daily
activities on behalf of humans, people become obese, lose muscle strength, and suffer lethargy. A
genius doctor called Na Body comes up with a solution to save mankind from the crisis!
Dancing robots Momba number one and number two and Na Momi, a dancing girl who lives in the
present, now start a popping dance!
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Animation

BELLBUG POPO 아기종벌레 포포
3D Animation │5mins x 52eps│2013│KR│Target: Age 3~5

SYNOPSIS

The World’s Most Lovely Bugs Story.

In a small pond of the forest, there live father and mother bellbug. Beautiful bell sound by bellbugs
makes the pond pure like a magic. One day, Popo, a cute baby bellbug, was born. Popo, a curious
bellbug, went out of the pond and came to meet bug friends in forest. There are exciting stories as
Popo plays with the amazing friends in the forest and touching stories, which will make you feel moved
as the beautiful bell sound of bellbugs will do.
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Animation

PUMEKUME IN FAIRYLAND 상상친구 꾸메푸메
2D Cut-out Animation│15mins x 52eps│2012│KR│Target: Age 7~12 │ Air on MBC

SYNOPSIS

Discover the new world of imagination through books.
Your wishes will come true! There is a special library in the fantasy land that has the power to grant
your wishes. And, there are special friends, Pume and Kume, to help make it come true. To make your
wishes come alive, all you need to do is read the story shown by the mysterious book of magic. Let
your imagination run free in the story and all your wishes will come true.
PumeKume TV Spot 2D Cut-out Animation│1min x 30eps
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Animation

BURU AND FOREST FRIENDS 부루와 숲속 친구들
2D Cut-out Animation│22mins x 26eps│2011│KR(EN)│Target: Age 5~10│ Air on KBS

SYNOPSIS

This animation raises children’s interest and curiosity in nature by showing various ecosystems in the
forest.
A stag beetle Buru, who was flown from an apartment in a city, and other bugs work together to
overcome misunderstanding and conflicts, to fight against Kiri and Jjaga villains and protect the glow
ridge where larvae grow. In the meantime, they become close friends of the forest. During overcoming
the fights with reptiles, rain, smog, and waste dumping, friendship and trust is built.
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